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Abstract 

 
Efficient node mobility prediction and neighbor discovery in mobile adhoc 

networks (MANET) is essential to a number of applications including safe 

communication of data packets. Predicting the mobility of the node accurately 

in a high dynamic scenario is a most challenging task. The proposed 

prediction model for estimating the mobility of nodes based on theory of 

kalman filter. Each node in the network has a mobility prediction model and 

uses it to predict its location and the location of its neighboring nodes. Node 

mobility can be predicted based on the nodes‟ temporal and spatial movement 

features. The proposed method follows a reinforcement learning approach by 

which the prediction model parameters are updated with respect to the error in 

prediction. This approach increases the overall the accuracy of the prediction. 

A threshold is fixed to trigger the hello message broadcast through which the 

neighboring nodes can be discovered. The performance of the proposed 

algorithm is evaluated by estimating the accuracy, robustness, and efficiency 

through extensive simulations. When compared with the simulation results of 

other protocols such as Adhoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) and 

Destination Sequence Distance Vector (DSDV). The proposed algorithm 

requires less hello message broadcast overhead and gives less error rate while 

discovering the neighboring nodes. In overall, proposed approach performs 

better when compared to other two protocols considered. 
 
Keywords: Mobile Adhoc Networks, KALMAN Filter, Mobility 
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1 Introduction 

At present the real time applications of ADHOC networks has increased 

tremendously and still energy efficiency is a major concern in the network. 

Discovery of neighboring nodes causes hidden energy drain in many of the 

routing protocols of MANET. A node in a route may drift away from the 

communication range and if its neighboring node starts forwarding data 

packets to it based on the previous Hello Packet messages then it leads to 

link error. The simple solution to this approach is to reduce the hello packet 

interval which increases the routing overhead. Many existing solution for 

route maintenance employs Hello messaging scheme which figures 

topology or dynamic changes in the network link structure with more usage 

of bandwidth and hidden consumption of energy [1]. As mentioned some of 

the routing protocols including AODV [2] and DYMO [3] maintain routing 

path through route discovery and route reply mechanism. In some of the 

literatures an energy saving scheme/approach is proposed along with 

neighborhood discovery mechanism [4].  In majority of the Hello messaging 

scheme proposed the start and end time are not mentioned [5]. 

In an efficient network the connectivity between the sensor nodes can be 

maintained even if a node drifts away from the communication range then 

its neighboring nodes detects a link failure before forwardingpackets to the 

respective node. Usually based on the Hello packets the time for link expiry 

is estimated using the equation given below 

 

Td=(Hello packet loss-0.5)*Hello packet interval        (1) 

 

The neighborhood discovery is not essential until the node has to send or 

forward data packets to its neighboring nodes. The duration between a 

transmission link failure and the new route discovery is sufficiently larger 

during most of the time. During this time interval more number of Hello 

Packets is flooded in the network which is actually an overhead in the 

routing scheme and energy is dissipated unnecessarily. To overcome these 

issues Hello packets should be reduced.An alternate approach used in many 

of the literature for neighborhood discovery is feed-back from the MAC 

layer [6]. This approach is feasible only when the network load is low and 

when the network traffic is high then neighbor discovery using hello 

messaging scheme will be ideal. The MAC layer does not share next hop 

information and the energy consumed is higher.  

This paper addresses the problem of neighbor nodes discovery in 

MANET using Bayesian Kalman Filter. The basic idea is to enable every 

sensor nodes in the wireless network to estimate their neighboring nodes  
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position using past locations. A node „n‟ maintains a record of its past 

location information and applies the Kalman filter to estimate its current 

position. Similarly its neighboring node also estimates node n‟s position 

using the same location information. The node „n‟broadcasts a hello packets 

to its neighbor only if the both the estimated locations vary greatly. 

 
 

2 Related Work 
 

At present plenty of research has been conducted to optimize the 

neighbor discovery scheme that uses hello messages. In [8] the AODV 

routing protocol is modified to monitor the information of link connectivity 

using hello messages. The scheme is enhanced using factors such as loss 

settings for hello packets, data and hello message packet size. The reception 

characteristics of hello message are made equal to the data packets which 

increases the effectiveness. The impact of the following categories of hello 

protocols including adaptive, reactive, and event basedwere reviewed in ad-

hoc networks [7]. The summary of the analysis exhibits that adaptive 

protocol offers the best results. The protocols are designed in such a way 

that they beacon minimum and maintain accurate neighbor table. 

In general the information related to neighbor discovery and link failure 

can be addressed using the following approaches including hello 

broadcasting, feedback from MAC layer and passive acknowledgements. 

The passive acknowledgement is not used widely in the adhoc network 

scenario. The results presented in [9] conveyed that when the data traffic is 

less than a threshold value MAC feedback gives better results and when the 

network is congested the hello messaging is ideal choice. 

The protocols designed for efficient discovery of neighboring nodes can 

be grouped into probabilistic or deterministic type. In probabilistic 

approach, the family of birthday protocols [10, 11] is the best 

representatives. A discovery message is transmitted independently and 

randomly using a randomization approach for nodes in the wireless 

network. A network with density of ‘n’ nodes has a probability that a sensor 

node will transmit is 1/n. In [12, 13] the protocols for real time scenarios are 

introduced when the density of the network is not known to the nodes. In 

[11] the results are further extended to scenarios where multi packet 

reception to ensure collision free transmissions by restricting simultaneous 

packet transfers. The protocols endorse asymmetric duty cycle but 

sufferfromfailed neighbor node discovery which leads to unbound 

transmission delay. These protocols have another drawback of having 

higher chances for idle slot if the wireless area is thickly populated [14]. A 

probabilistic discovery algorithm Similar to ALOHA is presented in [15]. 

During the respective time slot allocated, a sensor node transmits‟ route 

discovery packets including its identitywith „px‟ probability and collect  
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packets with „1-px‟probability. Only one node transmits in the slot after 

completing the discovery. The drawback with this approach is that the 

neighbor nodes have to wait for a long time before discovering each other. 

In deterministic approach based protocols for each node the 

transmission schedule is prefixed which allows them to discover their 

neighboring nodes within the given time. In this approach both hello 

message and MAC layer feedback are used for neighboring node discovery 

[16]. Hello message based method is preferred when compared to its 

counterpart and this methodology focuses on proposing dynamic connection 

strategies or finding neighboring nodes with less battery power consumption 

[17, 18]. This requires all the nodes to broadcast hello packets continuously 

[18]. In this scheme conventionally no initial and final conditionsare 

provided [5]. This makes poor utilization of available limited bandwidth and 

energy in the network. For lowering the volume of hello messages reactive 

and event based standard approaches are utilized [7]. In reactive protocol 

the hello messages are transferred if it is requested with a hello packet 

which increases transferring of overhead messages other than the user data. 

In the event based protocol the hello messages are transferred based on 

anupper limit termed as activity timer. The high value of the threshold has 

less probability of reducing the hello messaging overhead and low value of 

the threshold causes loss of local connectivity information. 

 

3 Problem Statement 
 

This section presents the various details of the network model and the 

mathematical formulation of the neighbor discovery problem. Consider an 

Adhoc network with ‘N’ nodes which are dynamic in nature and sensors can 

actively roam inside the network region following a random way point 

model. The node speed follows a normal distribution between [0, Vmax] 

where „Vmax‟ is the upper speed limit in the network. Two nodes can 

communicate if their radios are within the transmission range and 

neighbors. The state of a node in the network can be represented as <id, v, 

p, t> where the letters indicates the identity, speed, positional coordinates, 

and the time stamp respectively.  

Let us consider two nodes denoted by i and j present in the adhoc 

network and the problem is to find the neighboring nodes of node i with less 

routing and computation overhead. At a time t let N(i) denotes the physical 

neighboring nodes of i and N’(i) is the group of detected neighboring nodes, 

the neighbor discovery problem can be stated as 
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where
 ( )

  ( )
 and 

  ( )

 ( )
 are the neighboring sensors of i which are not 

detected and the detected false neighboring sensors respectively. 

 

 

4 Methodology 
 

The GPS enabled node mobility prediction methods are expensive and 

complex to implement in a infrastructure-less network. Kalman Filter is used 

to calculate the node mobility and discover neighbor nodes using a series of 

periodic observations including statistical noise and other inaccurate 

happenings. It generates estimation of the location of the sensors which are 

more accurate when compared to the estimates from a single observation 

estimated through a joint probability distribution over time sequence.  

 
 

Figure 1 Schematic view of Kalman Filter Model
 [19]

 

 

 

Figure 1 presents the schematic view of the Kalman Filter. For 

estimating the node location with available noisy sequence of observations, 

the following matrices need to be calculated. 

Fk, model representing the transition of the state; 

Hk, model for observation; 

Qk, noise covariance; 

Rk, observation noise covariance; 

andBk, the control-input model over each time frame k. 

 

The assumptions of Kalman filter model considers the state at time 

kdepends on the state at (k − 1) according to 
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where 

Fk is the model denoting the transition of the state considering the 

earlier state xk−1; 

Bk is the control-input model over the vector uk; 

wk is the noise introduced during the process and assumed to be derived 

from a zeromean multi-variate normal distribution 

At time k an observation zk of the actual state xkcan be derived based on 

 

                                                           (5) 

 

Where 

Hk - the observation model that connects the actual state space into the 

observed space and 

vk - the noise in the observationspresumed to be zero mean Gaussian 

white noise. 

The neighbor discovery is accomplished in two stages i. prediction of 

node mobility using Kalman Filter and neighboring node discovery. In the 

initial stage a node generates a state vector Xt = (xt ,vxt , yt , vyt)
T
 , where xt 

and ytrepresent position of the sensor at the initial time slot t. The 

parameters vxt and vyt denotes the velocity of a vehicle along the two co-

ordinates xand y respectively. At time slot t, sensor n estimatesitsthe state 

vector of the next time slot t + 1 and for all of its neighboringnodes using 

the prediction model. 

Mathematically the estimation of the stateof a node can be expressed as 

below 

  

 ̂-
t = At−1 Xt−1                (6) 

Estimatedmatrix of covariance  

   

P’t= At Pt−1A
T

t + Q                        (7) 

 

Once node „n‟get its real-time location xt+1, yt+1 at time slot t+1, it 

verifies the error in estimation of the nodes location. If the error is above an 

threshold level then the sensor node ‘n’ will broadcast a hello packet 

containing the identity, position and velocity along with the timestamp. Then 

node „n’ updates the prediction model using the current data to get  ̂t+1 using  

 

Measurement residual = ỹt = Zt − Ht   ̂-t              (8) 

 

Optimal gain of the Kalman filter can be expressed mathematically as 

    

Kt = P’tH
T

t (HtP’tH
T

t + R) 
−1            

(9) 
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Using measurement vector Zt update the state of  ̂−
t. 

 

Xt =  ̂t
−
 + Ktỹt             (10) 

Estimated covariance matrix is updated using the below equation 

  

Pt = (I − KtHt) P’t                       (11) 

 

Else the node n uses thepredictive model without any changes and does 

not broadcast hello packets. When a sensor node receives the hello packets 

from other sensors then it adds the respective sensor‟s position and velocity 

if it is not in its neighboring list. Then the node updates its predictive model 

using the data (xt+1, yt+1) present in the hello received packets. Then sensor 

continues its estimation for its neighboring sensors and ensures the data is 

updated. 

 

5 Experiments and Results 
 

In this approach the performance of the prediction process is assessed 

by calculating the error in predicting location after eachestimation in the 

algorithm. The prediction error can be expressed mathematically as: 

 

Derror = ||(xt , yt ) − (  ̂t , ŷt )||                (12) 

 

A predefined critical higher limit value„θ‟ is used to assess the error 

range. After obtaining real-time state „Xt‟, a node will estimate the error 

between the predicted and the real time position. When the estimated error 

is above the critical value then it broadcasts the hello message including its 

real-time location and speed. The value of the threshold decides the 

frequency of the hello message and the accuracy of the prediction model. If 

the value of the threshold is low then the frequency of the hello packets will 

be very high causing poor utilization of available energy and bandwidth. If 

the value of threshold is high then the frequency of the hello message is 

very less affecting the accuracy of the prediction model.  

 

The prediction performance of the kalman filter in the case of mobility 

prediction is better when compared to other methods considered. The 

average error in terms of distance was about less than 8m and only for few 

prediction about 5% of the prediction the error was high (Around 25m – 

50m). The values of   is fixed as 10m. Each node maintains the neighbor 

table containing the information of its neighbor received from the respective 

neighbor nodes through hello messages. With this available information 

each node can be able to predict the location of its neighbor nodes 

accurately. The overhead of broadcasting hello messages, location 

prediction accuracy, and error in predicting number of neighbor nodes is  
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considered to evaluate the performance of the protocol. The overhead of 

broadcasting hello messages is an essential metric to assess the efficiency of 

the protocol. The neighboring sensor location prediction accuracy can be 

defined as 

 

          ∑
| ( )    ( )|

 ( )

 

 

 

   

 

                              (13) 

 

whereN(i) represents the neighboring nodes of a node i and N’(i) the 

group of neighboring sensors detected. It denotes the percentage of detected 

neighboring sensors to all its neighboring sensors includingthe detected 

neighboring sensors and those neighboring sensors yet to be detected by 

node i. The error in estimating the count of neighboring sensors is defined 

as: 
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Each and every hello message broadcast is logged and the Figure 2 

presents the comparison of overhead of the hello messages and the node 

density. Simulations are performed by varying the density of the nodes in 

the network and it is observed that the Kalman Filter based mobility 

prediction required less hello packets when compared to the total number of 

hello packets broadcasted in the network during the whole simulation. The 

Figure 2 presents the hello overhead in comparison with the node density. 

When the density of the nodes in the network is varied it is observed that 

Kalman Filter requires less count of hello packets when compared to AODV 

and DSDV given in the literatures. When the density of nodes rises higher, 

the hello packetscount increased slowlyand it is showed in Figure 3. 

Multiple simulationsare generated by varying the maximum node speed 

and maintaining the number of nodes as constant (50 in all simulations). 

Among the three protocols considered the hello message broadcast overhead 

of Kalman filter based proposed approach is smaller. When the speed of the 

node is high the number of hello packetsis increased in the case of DSDV 

and Kalman filter. In the case AODV the hello message broadcast overhead 

is not increasing as it reaches the maximum it becomes saturated which is 

presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2 The comparisons of hello overhead under various node densities. 

 

 
 

Figure 3The comparisons of hello overhead under various node speed. 

 

Figure 4a and 4b clearly depicts the comparisons accuracy of node 

location prediction among AODV, DSDV, and Kalman filter with various 

node speed and density. The proposed yielded a accuracy ranging between 

78% and 86%. 
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Figure 4 a) Comparisons of node location prediction accuracy with variation in 

density of nodes. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 b)Comparisons of node location prediction accuracy with variation in 

speed. 
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Also when the maximum speed of node is varied then the Kalman filter 

based approach provided accurate results. The accuracy of AODV is higher 

as it immediately detects the neighbor with frequent hello messages. 

 

 

6 Conclusions 
 

In this paper, a predictive model for estimating the mobility of sensors 

utilizing the kalman filter is presented which reduces the routing overhead 

and improves the overall performance of neighbor discovery. To maintain a 

consistent prediction of neighbor node‟s location every node utilizes the 

same model for estimating the location of itself and as well as its 

neighboring sensors. When the error in the estimation of the location 

increases beyond a threshold level in a node, it broadcasts the hello message 

and every neighboring node update its prediction model based on the error 

and the current location of the node. Based on the node location prediction 

the list of neighboring nodes can be detected. Among the protocols 

considered for comparison with the kalman filter based approach the 

proposed one has the lowest hello message overhead. The neighbor node 

detection error is reduced when compared to others. The kalman filter based 

method for predicting the node mobility achieved its stated goal and yield a 

higher packet delivery at a lower route cost. 
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